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STUDY SYNOPSIS
Introduction Summary
Childhood conduct problems (eg, defiance, anger, and aggression) compromise child and family well-being and development.1 Evidence-based programs to support parents in managing children’s conduct problems exist, but most families do not have access to these programs.2 Implementation costs, certification and supervision demands, and limited possibilities to personalize evidence-based programs hinder their scalability. To improve the care that families receive, we need to identify and understand discrete therapeutic processes, rather than comprehensive treatment protocols, that can be flexibly implemented to effectively reduce key risk factors for children’s conduct problems, and make them widely available as low-cost stand-alone therapy components.3 The present study therefore tests the effects of 3 stand-alone parenting program components.

Components are selected based on their different theoretical perspectives (ie, distinct theories of change), being common elements of established programs (ie,
hypothesized core components), and preliminary evidence for effects as stand-alone interventions. We will test the unique causal effects of components on their targeted risk factors (RQ1), on other risk factors (ie, exploring whether different components affect the same risk factor and whether the same component affects different risk factors; RQ2); and unique and combined effects of components on children’s conduct problems (RQ3). We hypothesize each component will primarily reduce its target risk factor and children’s conduct problems; we do not have a priori hypotheses regarding relative, additive, and/or synergistic effects.

Method Summary

Participants. We aim to include 196 parents of 3- to 8-year-old children scoring above the 75th percentile of parenting stress due to difficult child behavior. Recruitment will take place through the Amsterdam Sarphati cohort and Dutch primary schools.

Design. We will use a factorial experiment (see Figure 1 in the supplemental materials, available online) with random allocation to all possible combinations of components and balanced component sequencing. This tests the effects of each component powerful and efficient while controlling for confounding and sequencing effects of other components. Assessments will take place at baseline (T₀), 2 weeks (post first component; T₂), 4 weeks (post second component; T₄), 6 weeks (post final component; T₆), and 12 weeks (six weeks post final component; T₁₂).

Intervention Components. Components consist of 1 therapist-led session and 14 daily assignments. Component A: Parents engage in child-led play, derived from relational perspectives, expected to reduce children’s conduct problems through increased parental sensitivity to children’s needs. Component B: Parents reinforce positive child behavior using praise, derived from learning theory perspectives, expected to reduce children’s conduct problems through differential attention. Component C: Parents reflect on mastery experiences, derived from self-efficacy perspectives, expected to reduce children’s conduct problems through strengthening parents’ feelings of competence to engage in effective parenting practices.

Pilot data (N = 262 parents; 76% mothers; 39% bicultural) with an abbreviated 5-item (α = 0.91—0.93) Treatment Evaluation Inventory shows that parents find all components acceptable (Ms = 3.86—3.92 on a scale of 1—5) without significant differences between components.

Analytic Strategy. Adherence will be tracked, but effects will be analyzed following intention-to-treat principles. Analysis will use an analysis of covariance—based method with seemingly unrelated regressions, in which each component will be related to each outcome controlling for the baseline value of each risk factor (Figure 2). At T2, we will estimate the main effect of component on each risk factor; at T4, T6, and T12, we will estimate the main effect of component on each risk factor as well as the 2-way interactions of each component to test whether component effects depend on the presence of any of the other components. Starting with a full model, we will explore reduced-form models by first setting nonsignificant interactions to 0 and then considering whether paths from components to outcomes that components do not directly interact with are significantly different from 0. The final reduced form models will be compared to the full model using an omnibus Wald test. We will consider outcomes measured by parent-report and outcomes measured by observation in separate analyses. There are no planned sensitivity analyses.

Significance Summary
There is a need to shift our research from complete named therapy protocols to a more elemental approach to allow for flexible implementation of evidence-based components at low cost to meet the goals of individual families struggling with children’s conduct problems.10 The present study contributes to this by identifying the unique effects of 3 discrete parenting program components on their targeted risk factors and on children’s conduct problems.
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